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ABSTRACT
Machine learning algorithms have shown great promises in many application, the increase
of data has fueled the production of great frameworks that could leverage the combination of
data with tools. There have been focus on providing applications to ease the process of train-
ing different learning models like Apache Spark [29], Tensorflow [11] that unifies streaming,
batch, and interactive big data workloads. The Actor model [12] is asynchronous message
passing protocol for computations in distributed systems and is suitable for exploiting large-
scale parallelism. The support that actor system brings with it like fault tolerance, actor
spawning, mult-core usage makes it a good model for building Machine learning applications
that wants to benefit in local and distributed cloud computing.
This thesis provide one such framework for iterative machine Learning algorithms that
train the models by asynchronous message passing. We show results of a number of ML
algorithms and analyze the benefits of using a scalable (horizontal and vertical) platform
of actors to do large-scale data model training. The thesis implements two protocols to do
scalable training and compares their performance.
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Modern machine learning architectures trained on large data sets can obtain impressive
performance across a wide variety of domains, from speech and image recognition, to natural
language processing to industry-focused applications such as fraud detection and recommen-
dation systems. But training these architectures can be computationally demanding. There
is limited memory on a single machine and limited cores to leverage these computational
demands.
By effectively using more computational resources to analyze massive data sets, we can
build sophisticated models using ML. . This scaling would be done horizontally, by utilizing
full power(CPU,RAM) of an existing machine or vertically, by adding more machines into
pool of resources. Although large-scale machine learning has been increasingly popular in
both industrial and academic research communities, there have been few attempts to achieve
this using the asynchronous behavior of actors for model training. Actor systems provide a
platform independent deployment on a single machine or in a cluster. This allows for scaling,
optimal usage of computation resources on a single machine and/or cluster that could help in
avoiding the cost of expensive GPUs. There has been a lot of work on distributed training
in deep learning networks. But training other machine learning algorithms can also help
determine the performance of lesser known intensive models. This thesis gives an overview
of how we can train a resource intensive model in distributed or multi-core setting using Actor
Framework, which comes with an in-built functionality of scaling, migration, encapsulation
etc. This thesis will delve deep into incorporating design benefits of actors-based machine
learning model.
1.2 OUTLINE
The thesis is organized as follows. Section 2 covers the Actor Model in detail and discuss
various machine learning algorithms at a very basic level, a separate section for distributed
training will focus on the its use case and emergence. Section 3 is a review of previous
work in distributed training and covers different algorithm which employ both synchronous
and asynchronous learning. In section 4 we will discuss the design concepts we used to
merge actor paradigm into model training, the trade offs and benefits that comes which such
collaboration. Section 5 will focus in depth on the implementation detail and the components
1
used to build the framework, Aktorain that could train model on single-machine or cluster.
Section 5 will help in understanding the relevance of such framework by comparing different
machine learning algorithms for performance/accuracy trade off. We will compare results
for different metrics like latency, accuracy and convergence.
2
CHAPTER 2: BACKGROUND
This chapter discusses the details of Actor Model, machine learning algorithms and how
the components connect with Distributed Training. It will help in getting an introduction




The Actor Model is a model for concurrent computation. Some intuitions about the model
appear in the early work of Carl Hewitt [18] and later, developed by Gul Agha [12]. The
modern operational semantics of the Actor model follows closely from the work of Gul Agha.
The paradigm of Actors provides many advantages in parallel and distributed application
design over other models such as object-oriented design. As parallel and distributed com-
putation has become widespread, the Actor model has also become more widely used in
various languages and frameworks. A number of actor languages and frameworks have been
developed; these include Akka[1], Rosette [5], THAL [19], SALSA [6], Erlang [9].
2.1.2 Operational Semantics
An Actor [12] is a computational entity that, in response to a message it receives, can
concurrently:
• send a finite number of messages to other Actors
• create a finite number of new Actors
• designate the behavior to be used for the next message it receives.
The actor model adopts the philosophy that everything is an actor. This is similar to the
everything is an object philosophy used by some object oriented programming languages.
There is no assumed sequence to the above actions and they could be carried out in parallel.
Decoupling the sender from the communications it sends is a fundamental advance of the
Actor Model enabling asynchronous communication and control structures as patterns of
passing messages.
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Figure 2.1: Actors contain their own state and controls (Reference :
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Actormodel, [7])
The name of an actor is location transparent and as such can be used the same whether
in a local or distributed setting. Finally because messages are handled asynchronously and
are buffered upon receiving with execution not guaranteed immediately upon arrival, actor
programs can be used in a distributed setting without modifications.
For building the all-interconnected Internet-of-things (IoT) future, actor computational
model stands out from the rest. One of the main characteristics of a typical IoT system
is that it involves a large number of managed devices, each of which consists of changing
internal state. Actors are lightweight by design, hence they can scale without consuming
excessive computing resources. Another signature attribute of actors is their loose-coupling
by means of non-blocking communications via message passing. These attributes make them
suitable for building distributed computing systems. All IOT devices rely on this property
of actors having its own state and control logic. The thesis discuss one usecase where IOT
devices in distributed setting could collaborate and train a global machine learning model
built atop actor message passing.
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2.2 MACHINE LEARNING
2.2.1 What is machine learning ?
Machine learning (ML) [8] is the scientific study of algorithms and statistical models
that computer systems use to effectively perform a specific task without using explicit in-
structions, relying on patterns and inference instead. Machine learning algorithms build a
mathematical model of sample data, known as “training data”, in order to make predictions
or decisions without being explicitly programmed to perform the task. Mathematically,
Machine learning algorithms are described as learning a target function (f) that best maps
input variables (X) to an output variable (Y): Y = f(X).
Figure 2.2: Machine learning techniques include both unsupervised and supervised learn-
ing.(Diagram reference : https://www.mathworks.com/discovery/machine-learning.html)
In supervised learning, the algorithm builds a mathematical model from a set of data that
contains both the inputs and the desired outputs. For example, if the task is to determine
whether an image contained a certain object, the training data for a supervised learning
algorithm would include images with and without that object (the input), and each image
would have a label (the output) designating whether it contained the object. Classification
algorithms and regression algorithms are types of supervised learning. Classification algo-
rithms are used when the outputs are restricted to a limited set of values. In unsupervised
learning, the algorithm builds a mathematical model from a set of data which contains only
inputs and no desired output labels.
2.2.2 Common ML Algorithms
This section we will discuss about common supervised learning algorithms where a subpart
could be leveraged for concurrent computation [4].
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• Linear Regression: The representation of linear regression is an equation that de-
scribes a line that best fits the relationship between the input variables (x) and the
output variables (y), by finding specific weightings for the input variables called coef-
ficients (B). Different techniques can be used to learn the linear regression model from
data, such as a linear algebra solution for ordinary least squares and gradient descent





(yi − (wTxi + b))
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(2.1)
• Logistic Regression: Logistic regression is like linear regression in that the goal is
to find the values for the coefficients that weight each input variable. Unlike linear re-
gression, the prediction for the output is transformed using a non-linear function called
the logistic function. Because of the way that the model is learned, the predictions
made by logistic regression can also be used as the probability of a given data instance
belonging to class 0 or class 1. This can be useful for problems where you need to give
more rationale for a prediction. The loss function is defined
LRLoss =
∑
log(1 + exp(−yi(wTxi))) (2.2)
• SVM(Support Vector Machine): In SVM, a hyperplane is selected to best separate
the points in the input variable space by their class, either class 0 or class 1. The
SVM learning algorithm finds the coefficients that results in the best separation of the
classes by the hyperplane. The best or optimal hyperplane that can separate the two
classes is the line that has the largest margin. Only these points are relevant in defining
the hyperplane and in the construction of the classifier. These points are called the
support vectors. The loss in total uses hinge loss given by
LSVM = max(0, 1 + max
y 6=t
wyxi −wtxi) (2.3)
• K-Nearest Neighbour (KNN: Predictions are made for a new data point by search-
ing through the entire training set for the K most similar instances (the neighbors)
and summarizing the output variable for those K instances. KNN can require a lot of
memory or space to store all of the data, but only performs a calculation (or learn)
when a prediction is needed, just in time.
• Deep Learning: Deep learning is a class of machine learning algorithms that use
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a cascade of multiple layers of nonlinear processing units for feature extraction and
transformation. Deep learning models are vaguely inspired by information processing
and communication patterns in biological nervous systems.
2.2.3 Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD)
For all the mentioned algorithms above (except KNN), SGD methods are used for training
ML Models. Stochastic gradient descent (often shortened to SGD), also known as incremen-
tal gradient descent, is an iterative method for optimizing a differentiable objective function,
a stochastic approximation of gradient descent optimization. It is called stochastic because
samples are selected randomly (or shuffled) instead of as a single group (as in standard
gradient descent) or in the order they appear in the training set. The training using the
batches are shown to create independent changes on the weight parameters and hence provide
meaningful component of concurrency being introduced.
2.3 DISTRIBUTED TRAINING
Although in recent years significant advances have been made in GPU hardware, network
architectures and training methods, the fact remains that network training can take an
impractically long time on a single machine. Fortunately, we are not restricted to a single
machine: a significant amount of work and research has been conducted on enabling the
efficient distributed training of neural networks. There are two approaches to achieving
parallelism.
• Data Parallelism: Different machines have a complete copy of the model; each ma-
chine simply gets a different portion of the data, and results from each are somehow
combined.
• Model Parallelism: Different machines in the distributed system are responsible for
the computations in different parts of a single network for example, each layer in the
neural network may be assigned to a different machine.
While model parallelism can be used in practise, data parallelism is mostly the preferred
approach for distributed systems and has been the focus of more research. This thesis also
deals with Data Parallelism along with some activity parallelism. Next we will discuss in
detail about type of distributed training used for Neural Networks (not for Traditional ML
Algorithms).
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Figure 2.3: Type of parallelism in Neural Networks , (Reference: blogmind.ai[10]).
2.3.1 Synchronous Distributed Training
Parameter averaging is the conceptually simplest approach to data parallelism. Initialize
the network parameters randomly based on the model configuration, Distribute a copy of the
current parameters to each worker, Train each worker on a subset of the data, set the global
parameters to the average the parameters from each worker, repeat till more available data.
Parameter averaging has few complications though. Simply average the parameters after
each iteration can have impractically high overhead, network communication and synchro-
nization costs may overwhelm the benefit obtained from the extra machines. Instead using
Update Based learning where updates (i.e., gradients post learning rate ) are transferred to
parameter server instead. The parameters here are updated synchronously, hence there is a
lot of similarity between update based and parameter averaging.
Figure 2.4: Parameter Average and Update based synchronous training (Reference:
blogmind.ai[10]).
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2.3.2 Asynchronous Distributed Training
Update-based data parallelism becomes more interesting when we train asynchronously.
There are two benefits of Asynchronous training over synchronous approach
• First, the throughput will be much higher in our distributed system, workers can spend
more time performing useful computations, instead of waiting around for the parameter
averaging step to be completed.
• Second, workers can potentially incorporate information (parameter updates) from
other workers sooner than when using synchronous (every N steps) updating.
By introducing asynchronous updates to the parameter vector, we introduce a new problem,
known as the stale gradient problem. This means a parameter might have been updated
many times before a slow worker finishes its computation as shown in figure.
Figure 2.5: Stale gradient visual representation (Reference: blogmind.ai[10]).
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CHAPTER 3: RELATED WORK
This chapter reviews some related work on coordinate relaxation, stochastic gradient al-
gorithms, distributed learning and dataflow graphs. We will discuss about each proposal in
detail too and show how they differ from the goal we are trying to achieve. Some of the
proposals might be used for comparison purposes too to get a good understanding on how
two different approaches with common purpose could be compared.
3.1 SINGLE MACHINE
Liblinear : To be more specific, Multi-core Liblinear extension is an OpenMP imple-
mentation to significantly reduce the training time in a shared-memory system. The in-
stallation process and the usage are exactly used “-n.” Specify “-n nr thread” for training
with nr thread number of threads. This framework uses a asynchronous update to shared
memory . This thesis will focus more on similar updates with Actor Concurrency model
where updates happen on private space of actors through message passing. Liblinear can be
used as a good comparison model. Liblinear supports
• Primal L2-regularized l2-loss SVM, logistic regression, and l2-loss SVR (-s 0, -s 2, and
-s 11).
• Dual L2-regularized l1-loss SVM and l2-loss SVM (-s 1 and -s 3), Primal L1-regularized
l2-loss SVM and logistic regression (-s 5 and -s 6).
Liblinear is based on three research results :
In the first work, Fast Matrix-vector Multiplications for Large-scale Logistic Regression on
Shared-memory Systems [21], they do not modify machine learning algorithms, but consider
those that can take the advantage of parallel matrix operations. Lee et al. particularly
investigate the use of parallel sparse matrix-vector multiplications in a Newton method for
large scale logistic regression. Various implementations from easy to sophisticated ones are
analyzed and compared. Results indicate that under suitable settings excellent speedup can
be achieved.
Parallel Dual Coordinate Descent Method for Large-scale Linear Classification in Multi-
core Environments [14] Dual coordinate descent method is one of the most effective ap-
proaches for large-scale linear classification. However, its sequential design makes the par-
allelization difficult. In this work, Chiang, Lee, and Lin target at the parallelization in a
multi-core environment. After pointing out difficulties faced in some existing approaches,
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Chiang et al. propose a new framework to parallelize the dual coordinate descent method.
The key idea is to make the majority of all operations (gradient calculation here) paralleliz-
able. The proposal is very much similar to what the thesis plans to investigate but they use
threading approach to leverage this parallelism, where each thread update the weight w by
the following setting.
1: If di 6= 0
2: for (xi)s 6= 0 do
3: atomic: ws ← ws + diyi(xi)s
The major challenge with using an asynchronous setting is that the convergence property
may not hold.In the experiment described in [14], this situation easily occurs for dense data
(i.e., most feature values are non-zeros)when more cores are used. Chiang et al. found that
if multiple CPUs with multiple cores, then they lose scalability. The main reason is because
of the communication between CPUs. Similar problems are encountered in our experiments
too. The thesis will also focus on multiple CPU communication and training with actors.
Naive Parallelization of Coordinate Descent Methods and an Application on Multi-core L1-
regularized Classification [33] Focused a lot on improving the speedup using parallelization
of operations without modifying the sequential algorithm. Zhuang et al. point out that
the common understanding that parallelizing SGD is not effective may not be true if the
algorithm sequentially accesses the data in a feature-wise manner. For almost all real-
world sparse sets they have examined, some features are much denser than others. Thus a
direct parallelization of loops in a sequential method may result in excellent speedup. This
approach possesses an advantage of retaining all convergence results because the algorithm
is not changed at all. We apply this idea on coordinate descent (CD) methods, which are
effective single-thread technique for L1-regularized classification. Further, an investigation
on the shrinking technique commonly used to remove some features in the training process
shows that this technique helps the parallelization of CD methods. Experiments indicate
that a naive parallelization achieves better speedup than existing methods that laboriously
modify the algorithm to achieve parallelism. The work done by Zhuang et al. can be used
to experiment in future work for this thesis since we modify the algorithms which use SGD
to progress. A naive parallelization using actors can give us insight on how can we achieve
good results on existing implementations.
An Asynchronous Parallel Stochastic Coordinate Descent Algorithm [22], Liu,
Wright, Ré, Bittorf, and Sridhar paper proposes an asynchronous stochastic coordinate
descent (AsySCD) algorithm for convex optimization. Each step of AsySCD chooses an
index i ∈ {1, 2,.., n} and subtracts a short, constant, positive multiple of the ith partial
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gradient Oif(x) := δf/δxi from the ith component of x. Updates take place in parallel
across the cores of a multicore system, without any attempt to synchronize computation
between cores. Liu et al. assume that there is a bound on the age of the updates, that is,
no more than τ updates to x occur between the time at which a processor reads x (and uses
it to evaluate one element of the gradient) and the time at which this processor makes its
update to a single element of x.
However, the results also show that linear convergence can be attained if an essential
strong convexity property holds, while sublinear convergence at a 1/K rate can be proved
for general convex functions. The analysis also defines a sufficient condition for near-linear
speedup in the number of cores used. They describe results from implementation on 40-core
processors. They focus mostly on speedup on a submodel rather on end to end model with
steps for testing and validations.
Figure 3.1: The algorithm used to parallelize ith component of feature vector.
[22] mentioned before, gives more insight into the type of computations that can be trained
in concurrent manner and hence provide guidelines into the future work for the thesis too.
Also the work in [22] mostly relies on optimizing parallel function and not much on how
real data could benefit from their proposal. Using message passing methods to explore the
multi-core systems have not been in vogue in the current research field.
Lets look into other work that is being done in Stochastic Gradient Descent be it syn-
chronous or asynchronous.
Among cyclic coordinate descent algorithms, [27] proved the convergence of a block
coordinate descent method for non-differentiable functions with certain conditions. Block-
coordinate approaches based on proximal-linear subproblems are described in [28]. Stochastic
coordinate descent is almost identical to cyclic coordinate descent except selecting coordi-
nates in a random manner. [23] studied the convergence rate for a stochastic block coordinate
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descent method for unconstrained and separably constrained convex smooth optimization,
proving linear convergence for the strongly convex case and a sublinear 1/K rate for the
convex case. Synchronous parallel methods distribute the workload and data among
multiple processors, and coordinate the computation among processors. [17] proposed to
distribute variables among multiple processors and optimize concurrently over each subset.
Among synchronous parallel methods for (block) coordinate descent, [26] described a
method of this type for convex composite optimization problems. All processors update
randomly selected coordinates or blocks, concurrently and synchronously, at each iteration.
Speedup depends on the sparsity of the data matrix that defines the loss functions.
3.2 DISTRIBUTED TRAINING (MULTIPLE-MACHINES)
One noticable thing is that most of the work done in distributed training is for deep neural
networks and not much emphasis is laid on linear models. We will discuss the approaches
for linear models also but the effective implementations for neural networks will lay a strong
foundation for this thesis. Also not much emphasis is put on developing a common framework
for multi-core or distributed training. Since having this flexibility can reduce extra effort of
using different implementations to get horizontal and vertical scaling.
Distbelief : Recent work in supervised feature learning and deep learning has shown
that being able to train large models can dramatically improve performance. In the paper
[16], Dean, Corrado, Monga, Chen, Devin, Le, Mao, Ranzato, Senior, Tucker, Yang, and Ng
consider the problem of training a deep network with billions of parameters using tens of
thousands of CPU cores. Dean, Corrado, Monga, Chen, Devin, Le, Mao, Ranzato, Senior,
Tucker, Yang, and Ng have developed a software framework called DistBelief that can utilize
computing clusters with thousands of machines to train large models. Dean et al. show that
these same techniques dramatically accelerate the training of a more modestly- sized deep
network for a commercial speech recognition service. Their focus is scaling deep learning
techniques in the direction of training very large models, those with a few billion parameters,
but without introducing restrictions on the form of the model.They concluded that MapRe-
duce, designed for parallel data processing, was ill-suited for the iterative computations
inherent in deep network training; whereas GraphLab, designed for general (unstructured)
graph computations, would not exploit computing efficiencies available in the structured
graphs typically found in deep networks. And hence same conclusion can be drawn for
training any iterative algorithm if it is SVM or Regression methods. Two level of parallelism
was used in Distbelief, model and data both. This thesis mostly focus on data parallelism
because model parallelism will not be beneficial for Linear models and there are very few
13
components that can be extracted for model parallelism.
Figure 3.2: Left: Downpour SGD. Model replicas asynchronously fetch parameters w and
push gradients ∆w to the parameter server. Right: Sandblaster L-BFGS. A single ‘co-
ordinator’ sends small messages to replicas and the parameter server to orchestrate batch
optimization. (Reference : https://papers.nips.cc/paper/4687-large-scale-distributed-deep-
networks.pdf)
MPI Liblinear MPI LIBLINEAR is an extension of LIBLINEAR (we discussed in pre-
vious section) on distributed environments. The usage and the data format are the same as
LIBLINEAR where same seven solvers are supported. MPI Liblinear is based of 4 research
papers :-
• [32] propose a distributed Newton method for training logistic regression. Many inter-
esting techniques are discussed for reducing the communication cost and speeding up
the computation.
• [20] proposes an efficient box-constrained quadratic optimization algorithm for dis-
tributedly training linear support vector machines (SVMs) with large data.
• [24] utilizes the advantages of the recently proposed, theoretically fast-convergent com-
mon directions method, but addresses its main drawback of excessive spatial and com-
putational costs to propose a limited-memory algorithm.
• [15] In this work, Chiang, Li, pei Lee, and Lin point out issues in OWLQNs(distributed
training of L1 problems) search directions. Then we extend the recently developed
limited-memory commondirections method for L2-regularized problems to L1 scenar-
ios.
All the above research papers focus more on tweaking the existing algorithms in distributed
environment mathematically. This thesis will give more emphasis on building a backend
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framework utilizing the available concurrent model not much explored in the domain of
Linear Machine Learning algorithms for optimized training and speedup.
Linear Scaling of Machine Learning Algorithms [13] Chapters in this book span
a range of computing platforms, learning algorithms, prediction problems, and application
domains, describing a variety of parallelization techniques to scale up machine learning.
The book provides insight into all the Machine Learning algorithms that can be trained in
parallel, how are they modified and what benefits/speedups are achieved. For the topics
here, we will focus more on chapter 4, 6, and 9. Chapter 4 focuses on IBM Parallel Machine
Learning Toolbox(PML), which is similar to Google’s Hadoop model.Unlike MapReduce and
Hadoop, PML fundamentally assumes that learning algorithms can be iterative in nature,
requiring multiple passes over data.
PML provides an object-oriented API in which algorithms are objects that implement a
predefined set of interface methods. The PML framework incorporates several performance
optimizations for distributed-memory HPC platforms. The approach uses the MPI Bcast
operation to distribute the object to all the worker nodes. The optimized process for aggre-
gating objects in parallel using the merge-tree based approach because they cannot perform
user-defined aggregations using MPIs reduction routines, hence the role of actors really dif-
fers from MPI and provided user-defined aggregations. They focus primarily on access to
both sparse and dense datasets and using a tree structure for efficient collection of worker
model seven when a large number of these are at work. The tree structure corresponds
to synchronously utilizing the resources and no work in the book focus on stochastic and
asynchronous means.
Chapter 6 focuses on (PSVM), which reduces memory use through performing a row-
based, approximate matrix factorization and that loads only essential data to each machine
to perform parallel computation. PSVM first loads the training data in a round-robin fash-
ion onto m machines. The memory requirement per machine is O(nd/m). PSVM is a
practical, parallel approximate implementation to speed up SVM training on todays dis-
tributed computing infrastructures for dealing with Web-scale problems. But PSVM cannot
achieve linear speedup when the number of machines continues to increase beyond a data-
size-dependent threshold. This is expected because of communication and synchronization
overheads. In chapter 9, they describe the Transform Regression (TReg) algorithm , which
is a general-purpose, non-parametric methodology suitable for a wide variety of regression
applications.
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3.3 OTHER RELATED WORK
Asynchronous stochastic gradient descent for DNN training is described in [30]
The method is effective in achieving an approximation of Back-Propogation asynchronous
stochastic gradient descent (ASGD), which is used to parallelize computing on multi-GPU.
A followup for the asynchronous SGD came which tried to minimise the problem of stale
gradient.
[31] uses delay compensation, they propose a novel technology to compensate this delay,
so as to make the optimization behavior of ASGD closer to that of sequential SGD which
is achieved by using the Taylor expansion of the corresponding gradient function. The
exploration they did was for DNN and no application has used their work for other iterative
machine learning algorithms.
Bengfort, Leis and Xirogiannopoulos,[3] emphasis the use of virtual actors which has
shown to provide automatic scaling and load balancing through virtual actor properties of
perpetual existence, automatic instantiation, and locale transparency. The idea is abstract
but definitely motivates for the future work of this thesis of how virtual actors could be used
in conjugation with ML Training.
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CHAPTER 4: ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN
This chapter delves deeper into the complete data and parameter flow for the architecture
in the backend which simulates the complete training mechanism. The first section will
show the details of the architectural design and second section will discuss the benefits and
use-case of the model
4.1 DATA AND PARAMETER FLOW MODEL
The data and parameter flow model corresponds to how and what type of data flows from
one actor to another during the complete process of training. There are 4 types of actors
involved, Parameter Server, Train Workers, Testers/Validating Actors.
4.1.1 Parameter Server
The role of a Parameter server is to store the parameters of a machine learning model (e.g.,
the weights of support vector machine) and to serve them to clients. The Parameter Server
here is the head server which allocates the data to different training actors and simulates the
asynchronous training from all workers. Parameter server can also send messages to system
actors, Tester and Validating Actors described in section 4.1.3, to get loss and accuracy
statistics for unseen data with the current set of model parameters.
A Parameter server is responsible for all the routing of iterations to different training
actors (discussed in next section), it will allocate work to an idle actor based on first come
first server. Using the actor to which work was allocated a client can also control the
level of synchronization they want to achieve. A full asynchronous system will distribute
iterations without waiting for other training actors while a synchronous system waits for all
the updates. These actors are labeled as “watchers”.
4.1.2 Train Workers (Trainers)
The train workers can be any computing system that supports actor abstraction, they
are labeled as “compute”. The train workers (also called trainers in the literature) store
the data for which they are responsible to give updates. These updates can be of different
forms, gradient, loss, accuracy calculations. A worker can behave as any Machine Learning
algorithm specified by the client. The architecture supports a new worker leaving and
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entering without affecting the training process. Depending on the synchronization constraint,
a worker is never idle if the system is fully asynchronous else it can be in idle state. The
basic job of workers is computing some set of iterations matched to one epoch iteration in
stochastic gradient descent of sequential training.
4.1.3 Tester and Validating Actors
Tester and Validating actors are side workers that are responsible to do side analysis on
the current state of model using unseen data not used for training. They can run simulta-
neously with the training process. Depending on the client requirements, these actors can
be triggered during or after the training process.
4.2 FRAMEWORK PROPERTIES
The abstract actor model coupled with the training logic primarily adapted from [16],
a (large scale distributed deep network framework), provide mixture of properties to users
focused on achieving good performance utilizing all available resources locally or remotely.
There is a trade-off of time and accuracy that a user can choose to control. We will discuss
various properties this framework provides.
4.2.1 Horizontal and Vertical Scaling
Actors can be migrated locally or remotely, they utilize threads on local machine expand-
ing the computations horizontally automatically. Instead of calling methods, actors send
messages to each other. Sending a message does not transfer the thread of execution from
the sender to the destination. Since there is always at most one message being processed
per actor the invariants of an actor can be kept without synchronization. This happens au-
tomatically without using locks. In an ML model perspective, this can be seen as different
worker actors working on different threads of system simultaneously and interacting with
parameter server in asynchronous manner.
4.2.2 Isolation and Locality
Isolation is achieved by keeping the state of actors local and not shared; changes to internal
state and data is propagated via messages, which maps to how modern memory hierarchy
actually works. Variables are never directly exposed to the outside world. We do not allow
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Figure 4.1: An architectural design, all the solid edges corresponds to actors that contact
each other in asynchronous manner. The actors can exist on same machine or multiple
machines.
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actors to observe or modify the state of another actor, except indirectly through messages
which provides encapsulation. The isolation property could be very useful for clients looking
to train models securely, Widespread application of machine learning in sensitive areas such
as finance and health, has created a need to develop methods for distributed secure training
and classification.
Apart from encapsulation, information sharing is constrained by the Locality Property.
Locality means that in processing a message, an actor can send messages only to addresses
that it receives in the message, addresses that it already had before it received the message,
and addresses for Actors that it creates while processing the message.
4.2.3 Fault-Tolerance
Each actor is the supervisor of its children, and as such each actor defines fault handling
supervisor strategy which is an integral part of the actor systems structure. A fault tolerant
system will benefit in recovering the intermediate state of trained workers, which will not
affect the overall model learning.
4.2.4 Asynchronous Control
An actor can send a message and continue without blocking. It can, therefore, do more
work, send and receive messages. A parameter server continues receiving and sending up-
dates without waiting for completion from another train worker. This asynchronous flow
thus reduces the overall training time with few trade-offs on model parameters.
4.2.5 Dynamicity
Dynamic flexibility is one of the useful properties provided by the framework for training
in cluster. Let’s consider a case where we are trying to train a huge model in cluster, the
framework will continue the training process even if some nodes fail or do not respond.
Typically training a large scale model incurs a lot of runtime cost and its not trivial to
stop the model learning in between to include new data. The framework provides this
dynamic inclusion of node where a node can join in between the training process. One of the
applications of this dynamic property could be leveraged in neural networks where instead of
expanding the data, if a user seek to expand the number of layers in neural net dynamically
during the learning process, this is an idea and yet to be fully explored.
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4.2.6 Ease of use
One of the useful benefits of using actor abstraction as underlying semantics for the train-
ing framework is the ease of implementation and understanding the syntax it provides. The
framework developed in this thesis could be modified to include or change different algo-
rithms and logic with few modifications.
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CHAPTER 5: IMPLEMENTATION
This section will cover the implementation details of the framework which is called Ak-
torain, as it uses akka actors to train different machine learning models. The thesis covers
different implementations useful in different scenarios. We will discuss two versions of data
distribution for a single-machine training utilizing machine cores and a single version for
cluster training utilizing different servers included in cluster system. This section will also
discuss different features available in each version. The basic message flow of all the versions
is given below.





def waitForWorkers: Receive =
case DistributeData(n, lfile, ipath, learningRate,























• A client first decides what machine learning algorithm it wants to use and for what
type of data.
• The data is converted into a valid framework format, the framework supports csv or
txt files for each inputdata and a separate labels file should be created.
• An actor is created to process client requests which pings the parameter server with
the specified data and hyper parameters.
• The logic for data distribution and iteration control resides in parameter server and is
the first contact point for all the worker nodes. A client can specify how many worker
nodes does it want to create.
• A client can also specify what type of synchronization does it want to achieve. If
a system is full asynchronous the iterations are distributed on first complete first
assigned basis else the parameter server waits for all workers to complete their part of
computation.
• After the training process is complete, the parameter server will output the accuracy,
processing time and the overall loss across all workers to the client.
5.1 SINGLE-SYSTEM TRAINING
In a single-system training, the complete model runs on one machine, where all workers,
parameter servers and testers are created on single system using different threads which may
or may not utilize all the cores. The actor model semantics support asynchronous training
of different models in a secured isolated and encapsulated setting. We will discuss two types
of implementations done, in tradition machine learning algorithms, learning was done in
batches and after one epoch the data is shuffled. We will use one implementation where
data is constant throughout the workers while it is shuffled across workers constantly in
second implementation.
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5.1.1 Constant Data v1
The Constant Data implementation fixes the amount of data each worker will be re-
sponsible for to train. The data is not shuffled at regular intervals and a worker outputs
the gradients in orderly fashion on receiving the latest update of weight parameters. The
only parameter being communicated between the worker actors and the parameter server is
gradients and model weights.
5.1.2 Shuffled Data v2
The Shuffled Data implementation is useful for cases where the cores on system is high
enough that it improves the communication between actors and the callstack does not affect
the interactions much. In a cluster setting the shuffled data implementation would be useful
in a network where connections have high throughput and network communication is very
fast. Although this mechanism of shuffling data across workers is very useful in improving
the performance of the model, doing so does have a drawback; contention in the system
increases, hence it is considered to be one of the option for training. This will mostly benefit
for single system since the reference to the data object being passed will be enough to do
processing while in multi-system (cluster setting) it can add huge runtime cost to the system
which primarily arise from transmitting data across the network.
5.2 CLUSTER TRAINING
Training within a cluster needed some configuration changes within the application file,
where a client can specify the type of protocol they want to use for message sending. There
are two protocols available in Akka, Netty and Artery. The difference is subtle where artery
based remoting in Akka serializes ActorPaths differently than before with Netty 3.10.
In a cluster training, the complete training model runs on a cluster which includes several
machine that have joined the router specified for the client. There are several router algo-
rithms provided by akka by default but for initial data distribution we use a round robin
approach. Messages can be sent via a router to efficiently route them to destination actors,
known as its routees. A Router can be used inside or outside of an actor, and you can manage
the routees yourselves or use a self contained router actor with configuration capabilities.
In the implementation the initial logic exists with the router of how the data is distributed
(round robin used in Aktorain) but the training iteration distribution resides with the pa-
rameter server and is decided on first come first serve basis where a node which completes its
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training iteration first will be given next iteration, hence there is no dependence on number
of nodes, a node that has failed will not hinder with the training process.
The steps involved of how and when an actors participate in the overall training cycle
• A seed nodes is needed to initiate the whole training process. This node acts as a
leader and waits for other nodes to join in. These nodes correspond to the worker
actor.
• Other nodes join in as needed, all these nodes are always up and running, all the nodes
are aware of other nodes.
• There are two type of nodes, compute and client. When a client enters, all nodes
become aware of it.
• A random node from the compute nodes (workers) is chosen to work as parameter
server (not fixing parameter server helps in making a robust system with fault tol-
erance) and hence a coordinator, which decides how the queries from client will be
distributed.
• Workers will receive messages to load data initially. Once the loading is done, training
is triggered by the parameter server.
• The training iterations are evenly distributed in this version of implementation but
it can be configured depending on how much weightage needs to be assigned to each
data worker. A worker might have less data and hence few iterations could be given
to it for training.
• Once the training is complete, client is notified of the accuracy and model weights
along with cost incurred on the trained data. A client can ask for statistics on some
test or validation data too.
5.2.1 Node Joining and Leaving
The cluster training provides one more benefit that applies in real world applications, a
node can be treated as huge chunk of data contributing in training a central model residing
on parameter server. A node can enter and leave without hindering the process of training.
If a node leaves the cluster, the iterations for this node will be randomly evenly distributed in
the remaining set of nodes. If a new node joins the cluster, few iterations will be distributed
in training of the main model. We will do more in depth analysis in section 6 which will
show how the training is regulated in either case.
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CHAPTER 6: RESULTS
This chapter covers the test setup and the parameters that are used in this parametric
study. The results include local and cluster tests. Finally the relevance of these results are
discussed along with implications for actor program design.
Before starting the project of actor training, we experimented with a basic synchronous
algorithm called K-nearest neighbour to measure the performance of the complete algorithm
using actors in terms of processing time with number of actors used. K-nearest neighbour
uses the complete training data and takes k neighbours which are closest to an input based
on some similarity function (usually L2 distance) and labels the point that have maximum
same label in the set of k nearest labels. Ionoshpere radar data is used which consists of a
phased array of 16 high-frequency antennas with a total transmitted power on the order of
6.4 kilowatts. “Good” radar returns are those showing evidence of some type of structure
in the ionosphere. “Bad” returns are those that do not; their signals pass through the
ionosphere.
Figure 6.1: K-Nearest Neighbour run with actors (Model turnaroundtime in sec (y-axis) to
#actors (x-axis))
The analysis for KNN also gave an idea of the optimal number of actors to be used while
training for other machine learning algorithms too. The optimal number seems to be 3 or
4 actors based on the lowest runtime part of graph hitting local minima. Therefore in all
the analysis that we will be doing further, most cases where not mentioned explicitly will
be using either 3 or 4 actors as trainers to train. The configuration for KNN and all the
ML models in a single system uses IntelCore i5 with Processor Speed of 1.8 GHz, Number
of Processors 1 and total number of cores is 2.
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Table 6.1: Cost and model turnaround time in training for linear actor based model.
6.1 SINGLE MACHINE
This section will discuss the results of accuracy/runtime tradeoff for running different
machine learning algorithms one one machine using actor model as underlying logic. To
measure the performance of each of the given model we first started by implementing a
sequential version, then later distributed the logic of loss calculation onto different actors.
These two implementations were run with same set of metric parameters including batch
size, normalization factor, iterations etc and compared to see the difference or tradeoffs with
respect to performance or accuracy.
6.1.1 Linear Regression
Linear regression attempts to model the relationship between two variables by fitting a
linear equation to observed data. One variable is considered to be an explanatory variable,
and the other is considered to be a dependent variable. For example, a modeler might want
to relate the weights of individuals to their heights using a linear regression model.
Test Setup
This machine learning algorithm is used for convergence analysis, to check how actor
based/serial model is near/far from the actual global minimum. Since linear regression
provides an analytical solution for comparison. We used the Shuffled Data v2 implementation
to simulate the behavior since the complete data exists on a single machine, hence provides
the benefit of introducing randomization in learning the model. We used real estate data to
predict the SalesPrice as a function of BuildingType, OverallQual and GarageArea. Fixed
the learning rate to 0.001, iterations to 50000, and decay to 0.001. The time/convergence
tradeoff will help primarily in learning how much turnaround time the model will gain with
the loss of convergence.
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Table 6.2: Cost and model turnaround time in training for sequential linear regression.
Analysis
The analytic solution for the experimented dataset has a cost of 1.10E9 with weights in
thousands, [47.1, -3.0, -6.8, -2.8, -34.5, -51.9, -100.5]. As can be seen from table 6.1 and
6.2, it is clear that the actor based training has benefits in terms of runtime as the overall
training time in table 6.1 is less than the sequential one in table 6.2. The difference is not
significant due to the small dataset being used. If the size of the dataset increases than the
gap in runtime is expected to show significant difference.
However, there is a tradeoff in terms of convergence, the sequential algorithm is expected
to converge fast and the results shows the same because actor model has asynchronous factor
added to it.
6.1.2 Logistic Regression
Logistic regression is the appropriate regression analysis to conduct when the dependent
variable is dichotomous (binary). Like all regression analyses, the logistic regression is a
predictive analysis. Logistic regression is used to describe data and to explain the relationship
between one dependent binary variable and one or more nominal, ordinal, interval or ratio-
level independent variables.
Test Setup
This machine learning algorithm was used primarily for accuracy analysis since logistic
regression is known to show good results for binary classification due to its loss value tending
to zero for correctly classified points unlike linear regression where the loss value is non-zero
and is quadratically increasing for the points not classified correctly. The dataset used for
logistic regression is a 16-dimensional mel-frequency-cepstral vector, extracted from the peak
of the vowel to distinguish letters in the ee-set (B,C,D,E,G,P,T,V,Z) from letters in the eh-set
(F,L,M,N,S,X).
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Batch size Cost (Actor based) Accuracy Time (ms)
64 196.78 95.42 1512
128 181.57 95.34 1600
256 173.06 95.50 1682
500 398.46 90.92 2197
Table 6.3: Cost and runtime in training for logistic actor based model.
Batch size Cost (Sequential based) Accuracy Time (ms)
64 270.14 93.25 1555
128 208.03 94.26 1655
256 165.50 94.41 1867
500 130.08 94.95 2428
Table 6.4: Cost and runtime in training for sequential logistic regression.
Analysis
The logistic regression algorithm seems to show similar performance in terms of runtime.
The time to train the complete model is lesser in actor based model than in sequential
implementation. For lesser values of batchsize the difference is not significant enough, but
for larger values it shows 9% improvement. This difference would be significant for large
datasets, that we will analyze in SVM and Multi-SVM.
However there are some tradeoffs encountered when accuracy and overall cost is considered.
There is a decreasing trend of overall loss in sequential scenario, but for actor based model
there seems to be a deviation when batchsize is large. This issue could be attributed to
stale gradient, or gradient momentum. When the gradient updates are asynchronous, the
direction of gradient decrease can oscillate a lot from actual minimum and a similar trend
justifies the accuracy decrease and loss increase in actor based approach for larger batchsize
(in comparison to overall dataset). However, the difference in accuracy value is not significant
for both sequential and actor based case, which still motivates the use of actor-based model
for training.
6.1.3 Binary SVM Classification
The Support Vector Machines algorithm is much more geometrically motivated. Instead
of assuming a probabilistic model, we’re trying to find a particular optimal separating hyper-
plane, where we define “optimality” in the context of the support vectors. Non-regularized
logistic regression techniques don’t work well when there’s a separating hyperplane, because
the maximum likelihood is achieved by any separating plane, and there’s no guarantee that
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you’ll get the best one.
Test Setup
For Support Vector Machine also, we will consider both implementation V1 where each
actor has constant data and V2 where computations are shuffled and each actor is responsible
for computing different set in each iteration. The focus for SVM algorithm will be on
relationship between loss, runtime and accuracy, how these parameters vary with number
of iterations, batchsize etc. We have fixed some hyperparameters to compare the sequential
and actor-based model, like iterations to 20000, learning rate to .0005. The other hyper-
parameters will depend on the comparison metrics used for each plot. The dataset used for
this algorithm is a set of greyscale and coloured images with 1000 samples and 192 features.
The goal is to classify or segregate coloured from greyscale images using Support Vectors.
We used another dataset called cod-rna from libsvm for detecting non-coding RNAs on the
basis of predicted secondary structure formation free energy change with 59,535 inputs and
8 features.
Figure 6.2: Cost function (y-axis) wrt to number of iterations (x-axis) for sequential and
actor-based V2 implementation
Analysis
Firstly we wanted to analyse how the cost function fluctuates for SVM when using actor-
based version, as can be seen from Figure 6.2, the fluctuation are very much visible during
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Figure 6.3: Turnaround time (sec) (y-axis) wrt the batchsize (x-axis) for sequential and
actor-based V2 implementation
Figure 6.4: Accuracy variation (y-axis) wrt the batchsize (x-axis) for sequential and actor-
based V2 implementation
the initial set of iterations but it converges to a more stable state in later stage. However,
this might not work well if the divergence is large enough that a new minimum gets pursued.
Figure 6.3 shows the performance improvement in terms of runtime, where the curve for
actor based implementation is always below the sequential one. This could be compared in
conjugation with the accuracy tradeoff plot from Figure 6.4. There is a loss of accuracy but
the difference is negligible enough compared to the gain in speedup. These results are on
greyscale-coloured image classification dataset
We did some basic performance analysis using cod-rna data and observed a similar effect
where sequential algorithm took 86 secs (70% accuracy) for a training cycle, our implemen-
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tation with 3 level of concurrency (actors) took 68 secs(87% accuracy).
Figure 6.5: Comparison between V1 (fixed data) and V2 (shuffled data) for runtime (sec)
(y-axis) wrt number of actors (x-axis)
We also implemented a constant data version (V1), where each actor is responsible for
fixed set of data. The runtime factor was much better in this case as can be seen from Figure
6.5, the curve for Shuffled Data tends to exist above the curve for constant data. However,
the runtime in Shuffled V2 could be attributed to the method “shuffle”, hence another factor
we looked at was turnaround time, which did not vary much across both the versions.
6.1.4 Multi-SVM Classification
Multi-SVM is similar to binary SVM with a minute difference in number of classes used
by the classifier. Binary-SVM is a subset of Multi-SVM version. We introduced a separate
section since Multi-SVM requires more input data to correctly train its model. Multi-SVM
will help in analysing larger set of data. Multi-SVM will also motivate the use of this
framework for neural networks. similarThey are effective in high dimensional spaces and
cases where number of dimensions is greater than the number of input samples.
Test Setup
For Muti-class classification, we use Multi-version SVM, which is used for perfoemance/mem-
ory usage tradeoff analysis. We used three different datasets to work on these models,
MNIST which is a handwritten digit database, Vehicle type on the basis of scale dimensions
and satimage dataset where it contains multi-spectral values of pixels in 3x3 neighbourhoods
in a satellite image (Table 6.5).
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type of dataset Classes Features total input
MNIST 10 784 5000
Vehicle Scale 4 18 846
Satellite Image 6 36 3104
Table 6.5: Datasets used and their metadata information.













MNIST 1667 415 99.44 298.16 96.6
Vehicle Scale 282 107.20 75.53 92.9 75.30
Satellite Image 1000 897.77 86.24 - -
Table 6.6: Performance/accuracy analysis for multiclass classification using SVM.
Analysis
The actor version for Multi-SVM classification did not show as promising results as for
other binary classification models on the same configuration system, however increasing
the number of cores gives better results. The possible reason for these set of results could
be attributed to context switch between different actors where the local memory used by
each actor is very large and hence requires more number of cores to show actual benefits of
thread pool. Hence we used an upgraded system with 8 cores instead of dual core in Ubuntu
Operation System with x86 64 Architecture.
From Table 6.6 we can see the accuracy/performance tradeoff on using actor-based im-
plementation for MNIST data, the speedup is almost 28% with a loss of 2.7% accuracy. A
similar dataset for vehicle classification shows a similar trend though SVM might not be a
good model to fit this type of data since the accuracy is not as high as expected. We used
campus-cluster nodes provided by the university but it was becoming difficult to record the
results for Satellite image data as the jobs were getting killed, so we have shown the results
only for sequential model.
6.2 CLUSTER TRAINING
In this section, we will look at the results related to training a model in cluster for iteration
distributions, performance, changes incurred due to new node joining or leaving. For training
and performance evaluation campus clusters were being used, the parameter server and client











1 25.79 96.4 36.21 99.5 200
2 23.1 96.74 34.17 99.25 400
3 22.32 96.66 23.17 98.8 600
4 19.92 96.87 20.41 98.75 800
5 18.19 96.89 17.7 98.79 1000
Table 6.7: Runtime and accuracy statistics for Logistic and Binary SVM over cluster for
Colored/grey dataset.
training process were delegated through job scheduler, which selects a particular IP from a
set of fixed compute nodes and starts up a new trainer actor on that node.
6.2.1 Scalability
This section will go through the statistics pertaining to training involving cluster with
number of nodes varying from 1 to 5. We will show performance variations in terms of
turnaround time and accuracy fluctuations wrt increased data sources wanting to enter the
model learning. This section will focus more on quantity, quality aspect in terms of in-
between dynamic node joining and leaving will be discussed in later sections.
Test Setup
Throughout the analysis of model learning on cluster, we will be using fixed datasets.
For binary classification in both Logistic and Binary SVM, we will be using Colored/-
Grey Dataset and MNIST data for multiclass classification. Each node participating can
be deemed as a remote data source preparing to join the cluster and contributing addition
information to central model.
Analysis
For logistic regression (from Table 6.7 the runtime for complete model does not show
significant changes on increasing the number of nodes nor does the accuracy. Logistic re-
gression is a lighter computation model and the cost incurred in terms of time could be
mostly because of message crowding on parameter server. We ran the same dataset with
different algorithm, BinarySVM and from Table 6.7 the runtime improvement is steep and
show better accuracy too (that is primarily because SVM is better linear algorithm than lo-
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#Nodes Runtime(sec) (MultiSVM) Accuracy (MultiSVM) InputSize
1 408.67 100 2000
2 196.78 98.57 4000
3 130.03 94.13 6000
4 105.14 93.3 8000
5 88.75 92.8 10000
6 73.21 92.2 12000
7 62.72 91.1 14000
8 59.32 91.61 16000
9 56.10 91.1 18000
10 51.16 90.37 20000
11 48.28 89.9 22000
12 43.51 90.3 24000
13 42.73 86.5 26000
14 40.50 81.10 28000
15 39.67 82.02 30000
20 35.99 76.39 40000
25 30.98 87.11 50000
30 29.63 88.67 60000
Table 6.8: Runtime and accuracy statistics for Multi-SVM over cluster for MNIST dataset.
gistic). The runtime improvement is because of increment in computations that are running
concurrently. Both the models were run for fix set of iterations 20000 irrespective of number
of participating nodes.
A better model for analysis in cluster would be using multisvm algorithm for cluster
training. As seen from Table 6.8 and Figure 6.6, the speedup from single to 5-node cluster
is 4 times for completing learning in 1500 iterations. The curve is also steep compared to
binary models. The significance of cluster training is more visible when a heavier model
with more data comes into picture. MNIST uses upto 60000 datapoints to train. We can
see a decline in accuracy, we believe that this decline is because as more nodes join with
new data, noise factor increases in a heavier model. Increasing the number of iterations will
solve this problem, for our analysis we needed a basis for comparison so we have fixed the
total iteration.
Figure 6.6 also demonstrate that the runtime converges to a fixed value when the concur-
rency become less significant and delay is incurred due to load on Parameter Server which
starts dominating. We can fix a saturation point for an ML model before training for greater
number of iteration. Here we can see that distributing the iterations over 15 nodes or more
will give similar results in terms of runtime and accuracy. Also Table 6.8 demonstrates the
fluctuations in accuracy which doesn’t follow any particular trend. However till 10 trainers
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we get an accuracy above 90 within 1500 iterations, which is attractive for a model.
Figure 6.6: Performance in terms of runtime(sec) (y-axis) wrt to number of cluster nodes(or
actors) (x-axis) for all models.
6.2.2 Performance
For doing performance analysis, we ran two types of model on clusters, the same dataset
used for Binary-SVM and Multi-SVM were run in distributed setting. From the table 6.9,
we can see the decreasing trend of runtime from sequential to cluster model, the performance
suffers due to gain in turnaround time. This variation in trend could be attributed to using
one-core to multi-core to multi-nodes. The speedup is also proportional to the quantity of
data used. The improvement in runtime is more significant when the model is greater in
























MNIST 415 99.44 298.16 96.6 170.66 95.94
C/G 54.15 98.9 46.56 98.4 31.16 98.9
Table 6.9: Performance/accuracy analysis for MNIST and colored/grey dataset using all
three models.
6.2.3 Distribution of Iterations
Figure 6.7: Iterations distribution for a smoothly executed model
We wanted to look into how the interaction of each trainer actor happens with each other
and the server while training in cluster. The iterations are evenly distributed on all actors as
seen from figure 6.7. The trend may deviate and skew if the computation or communication
power of some nodes is weaker; Since an actor assigns the next iteration to the first actor
that completes its gradient calculation.
6.2.4 Node Joining
Figure 6.8 shows the scenario when two nodes are operating in the training process ini-
tially and after a while a third node joins in without disrupting the whole model learning.
We can see that the iterations are evenly distributed before and after the node joins. This
demonstrates that such a model could be used in distributed training of huge models when
data is distributed across servers and a client does not want to restart/disrupt the learning
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Figure 6.8: Iterations distribution for a new node joining the training process
process. Current scenario only demonstrates the case where iterations are uniformly dis-
tributed, a client can also specify weights for each server joining in (when data on some
nodes is more significant, higher weights can be assigned to it). First figure used MNIST
data and ran it for 20k iterations and second figure used colored/grey data running for 2000
iteration, the bar graph values shows how the distribution of iteration happens when the
weights are equally assigned.
6.2.5 Node Leaving
Figure 6.9: Iterations distribution for a node exiting the training process
Figure 6.9 demonstrates the scenario when a node involved in the training process leaves
in between, this could be helpful when a node failure happens or when node partitions itself
from the cluster. We do not want one node to be the bottle neck for an entire model. The
actor nodes will then evenly distribute the remaining transactions across the remaining nodes
based on weights assigned. Here we demonstrate the same for MNIST and colored/grey data




This thesis focuses on implementing an actor based solution to training different machine
learning models like linear, logistic and Support Vector Machine. This implementation is
then used to show performance/latency improvements and trade-offs and how actor seman-
tics could be leveraged. This framework was deployed on a single system as well as cluster.
We studied what type of benefits were achieved by both deployments in terms of inheriting
features from actor model and performance.
On a single machine, we show how actor thread pool is used as a blackbox to scale
horizontally and reduce the latency of the overall training process. As for the accuracy
and loss calculation, there is not much effect on them, they have promised good accuracy
given that the momentum provided by actor model does not deviate too much from the best
optimal. We have shown results for all the algorithms, each model was used with a purpose
of focusing on particular metric, like linear regression for loss convergence, logistic regression
for accuracy variation etc.
For training in cluster, the focus was mainly on accurately adapting the remote features
provided by actors to ease the complete process of doing distributed training. This not
only guarantees encapsulation and isolation ingrained inside actor-model but also provide
properties like fault tolerance and dynamicity.
7.1 FUTURE WORK
There is a lot of potential for future work on this thesis, since this was just a start to
initiate such a framework. The usecase could be many and in different sectors of computing
including security, machine learning, programming languages etc.
• Earlier we were planning to compare our framework with the existing ML library
LibSVM but due to bottlenecks like assigning learning rates automatically and other
under the hood developments, we did not think it was justified to compare. Hence
one of the task that could be incorporated is dynamic and automatic learning rates,
non-linear kernels for SVM, convergence based gradient descent.
• Extending the framework to include neural networks but enabling cluster deployments
too, a very similar framework is Akkordeon [2] tries to achieve similar results using
Gate and Sentinal Actors.
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• Trying to alleviate the effect of gradient delay problem in asynchronous training by
using the word done in [31] where they propose a modified SGD.
• Adding the functionality of runtime migration within the framework, to build a more
robust model.
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